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An Aston Martin that has been

"lost" for 30 years and was

originally registered to David

Brown Industries, followed by

Mrs D. M. Brown, will head up the

2010 British Heritage auction on

the 7th September. The car has

been in the same hands for 36

years but has been unused for 30

of those years.

The rare 1958 DB MKIII DHC (DB

2/4 MKIII) is one of just 84 built

between 1957 and 1959 and is

ripe for restoration. See full

details in entry list.

We will also be offering a range

of other outstanding motorcars.

At the time these include three Jaguar XK's, all of which are superb specimens. They range from the

1953 120 Roadster, which can only be described as being in mint condition, to a pair of 150 open cars.

The 150SE DHC is an extremely rare, fully restored, automatic and the 150 Roadster has been the

subject of a nut & bolt rebuild, plus upgrades by Vicarage. This car is truly stunning.

Other interesting consignments are the actual MK1 Cortina Lotus used by Corgi, to create their model,

plus a sample of the model, in the original box, a rare Daimler  New Century Roadster, a 1948 Rover 12

Tourer with just 16,000 miles on the clock and one of just 6 Ford 3.0 Capri convertibles by Crayford,

which has been owned by a husband and wife from new.

The Classic and Collectors selection includes a lovely example of the Mercedes 230SL, a barn find

Mercdes 190SL for restoration, a very rare Maserati Mexico and a Boss 302 Clone in Daytona Yellow.
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